



























Kinetic analysis of instep soccer kicks at different height of ball
Takayoshi ISHIHARA
Purpose : The purpose of this study was to reveal the mechanics of instep kicks at each 
condition changing height of ball. Methods : Seven soccer players performed maximal instep 
kicks at three different heights of ball.（0cm, 15cm, and 30cm） The behavior of kicking 
foot and ball during ball impact was captured using two speed cameras. Foot motion was 
described three dimensionally. Results : Higher the ball, more knee flexion angle deeply 
flexing. And also, while hip joint flexion angle deeply flexing with higher ball. Higher the ball 
is deeper their trunks bent. Conclusion : This study indicates that kicking the higher ball, 
the hip joint does not rotate, but the trunk bends. And also, it indicated that they kicked by 
rotating the hip joint internally and deeply flexing the knee joint, and also when impacting 
the ball they inflected hip joint deeply by leading their knees.
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